Love & Deception (Agents in Love) (Volume 1)

What if everything you believed in was a
lie?In hiding for six years, Carlie Hollis is
tired of running. All she wants is to stay in
Sayle, Washington and make a success of
her struggling delicatessen. Because of her
past, shes suspicious of anyone who takes
an interest in her.Nick Kendall works as a
spy in a top-secret government operation,
protecting innocent people from danger.
Sent to Sayle on a mission to infiltrate a
suspected terrorist organization, Nick finds
himself attracted to Carlie, an alleged key
player of the group.Despite her misgivings,
Carlie develops feelings for the handsome
stranger, believing he is there to help her.
But when Nick finds evidence of her guilt,
hes
given
orders
to
do
the
unthinkable--eliminate the target, one hes
fallen hopelessly in love with. Will he
follow
orders...or
become
hunted
himself?Warning: Violence, language,
sizzling love scenes
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